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1

IMPORTANT NOTICE
PLEASE READ THE ENTIRETY OF THIS PAGE CAREFULLY.
THIS IS A ‘BEIGE PAPER’ ON CUSTOMER LOYALTY PROGRAMS BASED ON BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
SOLELY FOR ACADEMIC DISCUSSION. IT INCLUDES TECHNICAL RESEARCH AND MARKET PERSPECTIVES
ON THIS INNOVATION.
THIS IS STRICTLY NOT A PROSPECTUS AND MUST NOT BE RELIED ON AS SUCH. NONE OF THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION SET FORTH HERE SHOULD BE CONSTRUED AS, OR CONSTITUTES A PROSPECTUS OR
OFFER DOCUMENT OF ANY SORT, AND IS NOT INTENDED TO CONSTITUTE AN OFFER OF SECURITIES
OR A SOLICITATION FOR INVESTMENT IN SECURITIES IN ANY JURISDICTION.
ALSO, NONE OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH HERE SHALL BE TAKEN TO IMPLY ANY ELEMENTS OF A
CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP. NO PERSON IS INVITED TO TREAT OR IS BOUND TO ENTER INTO ANY
CONTRACT OR BINDING LEGAL COMMITMENT AND NO FORM OF PAYMENT IS TO BE ACCEPTED ON
THE BASIS OF ALL OR ANY PART OF THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION.
WHILE THE AUTHORS AND CONTRIBUTORS MAKE EVERY REASONABLE EFFORT TO ENSURE THAT ALL
INFORMATION IN THIS ‘BEIGE PAPER’ IS ACCURATE AND UP TO DATE, THEY NEITHER GUARANTEE NOR
ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE ACCURACY, RELIABILITY, CURRENT STATE OR COMPLETENESS OF
THE AVAILABLE INFORMATION.
IF YOU DO NOT UNDERSTAND ANY OF THE INFORMATION IN THIS PAGE, WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU
CONSULT A LEGAL OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S) OR EXPERT(S) FOR FURTHER GUIDANCE.
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FOREWORD
BY DAVID TAY

The evolution of loyalty programs.

Loyalty programs have evolved throughout history. If we go back far enough, ancient Egyptians pharaohs practiced a type of reward system to keep them in rule. In 1793, a U.S merchants began to give
its customers copper tokens to redeem in future purchases. As we progress forward, new technologies
come along to complement the same very idea of getting customers to return. We moved from copper
tokens to trading stamps to frequent flyer programs to card based programs and now customized
mobile apps
Same can be said with accounting technologies, many historians hypothesize that one reason writing
systems were first developed was to record trade transactions. From paper records to systemized
ledger records to complex computer database and now we have blockchain technology to help us
record transactions.
Companies who started loyalty programs for their own customers gradually started grouping together
to form alliance to gain more customers from each other’s base. They understand that by working as
a group they can provide more value to their own individual customer bases. We see airlines programs
such as KrisFlyer (from Singapore Airlines) and BIG points (from Airasia) grouping together other companies as the program grows. And as the groups grows the technical complexity systems becomes
more apparent with each company having their own ownership of customers, software, methods and
systems.
Here is where blockchain helps; a common independent platform that provides many potential business opportunities including the cost effectiveness, ability to reduce fraud, loyalty exchange among
various loyalty programs, transferability and scalability.
Much have been hyped about blockchain technology and its application in various industries. Of the
many blockchain applications, cryptocurrency loyalty programs are relatively lower risk initiatives
compared to those involving capital markets, real estate, healthcare or other highly sensitive data.
With lower risks, application of a blockchain loyalty system would have a much higher rate of success
and adoption.
I am looking forward for blockchain technology disrupting the current loyalty programs is a big way.
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FOREWORD
BY VINCENT KHOO

The changing nature of loyalty points.

Loyalty program is no longer a new concept. It has been around for a long time in our lives. For the
past decades, the loyalty card has become a standard method to generate traffic among retailers and
consumers. Almost every big merchant issues loyalty cards and allow card holders to collect reward
points, to get discount and gain advantage of being a loyal customer. However, this thickens the customer’s wallet with a number of cards.
With the development of the economy, especially Internet penetration into traditional business models, and the combination of financing and consumption, many new types of loyalty programs have
been derived. But just having a loyalty program is not enough of a competitive advantage for retailers.
Digitalization must be introduced to the loyalty system for it to be widely used by merchants. By having
a cutting-edge platform, the loyalty system can introduce value added services like zero-fee payment,
cash back collected from merchants, and cashless payment at merchant point-of-sale. The platform
could create a global community for those who share the same interests.
In a certain sense, the common feature is payment. Regardless of the type of loyalty points, it is possible to purchase or redeem certain goods, services, or other virtual assets in accordance with the
rules of the loyalty program issuer. For example, airline miles can be redeemed for air tickets, upgrades
can be made; mobile phone credits can be redeemed for calls or other goods; certain currencies can
be purchased on their platform; game credits can be redeemed for game tokens on the gaming platform as well as virtual game equipment and so forth.
Loyalty points differ from one type to another.
•

Those like supermarket consumption points, mobile phone credits, airline miles, etc. – I summarize them as traditional loyalty points. The acquisition of such loyalty points must be based
on actual consumption; usually there is a setting of validity period. If the points are not used
or claimed during the validity period, they will be burned. Generally, such points cannot be
directly converted into money, and can only be used according to the merchant.

•

Such loyalty points are usually not tradeable and can only be used by the original holder of
the points; some merchants also stipulate that such points have no value before redemption.
The main purpose of merchants to distribute loyalty points is to increase stickiness and maximize retention of customers.
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•

Some points can be used as ‘a surrogate of value’, which may be converted to cash, or even
be recognized or pledged for the purpose of financing. Such points are designed to retain customers, as well as extend the time that customers have to remain with the merchant. The
points also have to be kept at a certain level for manoeuvring and meet cash withdrawal requirements that may occur at any time.

•

Recently new loyalty points are created based on blockchain technology and are called virtual
assets or digital assets. Such points do not have an expiration date. They can be used directly
for consumption, or can be traded with others, or even be used as a payment instrument
instead of fiat money. The loyalty points are distributed based on consumer behavior and
could even be encashed in accordance to a prescribed ratio. Such points or digital assets have
obvious financial attributes that may be in conflict with the financial system of the country in
which they are located.

Two other questions should be addressed: (1) Whether traditional loyalty points have value; and (2)
whether they can be traded.
First question, whether points have value. There are many views about the concept of value. Whether
a thing has value or not, the most common explanation is whether it can be exchanged for other goods
or cash – like traditional ‘bartering’. The issuers of loyalty points, regardless of conditions set, usually
enable their loyalty points to be redeemed for corresponding products or services. So these points are
valuable in and of themselves.
Second question: Can loyalty points be traded? Things that have no value are not tradeable. Since the
answer to the first question shows that they are valuable, they are therefore tradeable. So long as
there is value, there will be demand for it provided that the price is right. However, this is still subject
to applicable laws.
New technology has enabled loyalty points to be exchangeable or swapped between users; the running of digital loyalty programs for merchants or partners with unique value-add for users to collect
loyalty points everywhere simply on their phone and redeem rewards whenever and wherever they
like. Users can have direct communication with personalised offers and unlock hundreds or more toptier brands worldwide. For the merchant, they will also gain unprecedented business intelligence and
consumer analytics based on the consumption habits of the user.
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The redemption of loyalty points and psychological effects of loss.

Why do consumers keep hoarding loyalty points without redeeming them?
In a landmark North American survey of 12,000 Americans and 7,000 Canadians who belong to 280
loyalty programs across various industries, only half were found to be active members (Bond Loyalty
Report 2016). And of those 50 percent, a full one-ﬁfth had never redeemed their rewards. One third
of the $48 billion in rewards issued in the United States every year are never redeemed.
Loyalty program members who do not make redemptions are 2.7 times more likely to defect from one
program and join another.1 To complicate matters, most consumers join an average of 8 loyalty programs (Forrester Research 2013).
Consumers tend to hoard or stockpile unused loyalty points on multiple programs, creating either
liabilities or deferred revenue for retailers; even though these points are in so-called “linear programs”
which are designed explicitly not to reward hoarding behavior.
Hoarding is neither profitable for the consumer (unredeemed points may expire, depending on merchant rules) nor for the business (outstanding points are stuck on the balance sheet). So why wouldn’t
consumers systematically collect the shopping rewards to which they are entitled?
Valeria Stourm in a highly acclaimed dissertation “Stockpiling Points in Linear Loyalty Programs,” published in Journal of Marketing Research Vol. LII (April 2015) with co-authors Eric T. Bradlow and Peter
S. Fader, explain this interesting phenomenon partly with Prospect Theory.2
There are three explanations given:
One, there is a potential economic motivation not to redeem as consumers may forgo the opportunity
to earn points on the purchase occasions in which they redeem.

1
2

“The 2016 Bond Loyalty Report (US edition),” Bond Brand Loyalty, June 2016.
This publication was honored with the highly prestigious 2016 AMA Donald R. Lehmann Award for "outstanding dissertation-based article published in Journal of Marketing Research" and was named Finalist for the 2016 Paul E. Green Award,
given each year to the best article published in Journal of Marketing Research. Cited in Global Network for Advanced Management, August 18, 2017.
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Two, there could be a cognitive reason. The transaction comes with a slight hassle. Perhaps consumers
find it annoying to take out their loyalty card and ask the cashier to redeem.
Third, and the most important, is psychological:
“Based on mental accounting, we have different mental slots for different currencies,
even when they are of equivalent monetary value. For example, poker chips in a casino
as opposed to cash, or money budgeted for leisure as opposed to money budgeted for
groceries. In this context, it means that consumers do not perceive cash and points
equally.
With this model, a $10-purchase made by paying the equivalent of $3 from the consumer's points account and $7 from the cash account would be analyzed as follows:
The $3 are a loss to ‘points wealth’ and the $7 to ‘cash wealth.’ By redeeming, the
consumer also loses the opportunity to earn $0.10 in points (or whatever percentage
of the price is set by loyalty program rules). Such debits and credits are evaluated separately as gains and losses in each mental account.”
It may sound silly to assess the use of points in terms of loss or pain, but the researchers did hear one
consumer express sadness about point redemption in an interview: “It makes me feel sad because I
don't have any points left on my card.”
The researchers relied on Prospect Theory, which assumes that losses and gains are perceived differently when making choices: “Put simply, losses loom larger than gains, so the pain of losing $5 feels
greater than the pleasure of winning $5”.
Since Prospect Theory assumes that losses and gains are valued differently, consumers will make decisions based on perceived gains instead of perceived losses. Also known as Loss Aversion theory, the
general concept is that if two choices are put before an individual, both equal, with one presented in
terms of potential gains and the other in terms of possible losses, the former option will be chosen.

Digitization and interlinkage are the primary motivating factors.

When will the consumer be motivated to redeem points?
The researchers hypothesized that consumers tend to wait until they have enough points for the loss
in terms of points to be compensated in terms of cash. Given that consumers weigh the cash value of
their points, merchants can employ psychological tactics to allow them to redeem up to 100% of the
basket price instead of the normal 50%.
Frontend capabilities need to be upgraded for better customer experience.
According to The Wall Street Journal, there is currently not enough digitization and interlinkage across
loyalty programs to enable opportunities or moments for consumers to use them. Blockchain could
© Copyright Celebrus Advisory 2019
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become an obvious solution: If reward points are generated by an algorithm and issued in the form of
a digital token on the blockchain, it creates an interoperable asset for the individual holder that sits
on a ubiquitous blockchain.3
Furthermore, blockchain underpins a new IoT (‘internet of things’) economy in which ecosystems of
devices can communicate with each other on networks, gateways, analytics, data storage, and security. Business Insider Intelligence estimates that there will be more than 34 billion IoT devices by 2020,
or approximately four devices for every human being on the planet. Nearly $6 trillion will be spent on
IoT solutions over the next 5 years.4
And blockchain will be the rail and grease that interconnects these devices.
Current loyalty program interfaces are still predominantly website-based. A blockchain-based loyalty
network can be accessed through a digital wallet, available directly on the consumer’s mobile phone,
and through social media environments. The network can operate across global merchant touchpoints
for redemption, and collect data on connected platforms to improve personalization.
Also, one of the coolest things for the consumer is that it can make it easy for him or her to add and
drop loyalty programs that they like. For the loyalty program provider, they can change partners and
vendors at ease.5
The same blockchain loyalty network can accommodate diﬀerent and multiple organizations and their
loyalty programs, facilitating their interactions especially in terms of the convertibility and exchange
of their points. It connects them through all of their agents who reach consensus about a transaction
without the need for a middleman or clearinghouse.6

Offloading points from balance sheet is just one consideration.

For companies, driving redemption behavior is not necessarily a financial decision.
From an accounting perspective, an unredeemed point is a cost you don't incur, but it's also a liability
or deferred revenue on the balance sheet. For instance, new accounting standards for airlines require
that revenue attributable to the value of loyalty points must be deferred until the miles are redeemed.
Hence it is more strategic to encourage redemption from a purely marketing perspective: “Customers
who experience rewards may become even better customers”. 7

3

4
5
6

7

Michael J. Casey, “How bitcoin technology could shake up the loyalty-points business,” The Wall Street Journal, July 2,
2015.
Andrew Meola, “What is the Internet of Things (IoT)?,” Business Insider, December 19, 2016.
Luke Bujarski, “Why Travel Loyalty Programs Belong on The Blockchain,” Luft Group, March 8, 2016.
Eric Piscini, Joe Guastella, Alex Rozman, Tom Nassim, “Blockchain: Democratized trust,” Deloitte University Press, March
2016.
Ibid, Journal of Marketing Research.
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Theoretically, blockchain could take millions of dollars of unused loyalty point liabilities oﬀ of balance
sheets because they reside in a shared network. However, there are other factors to keep in mind.
First, not every loyalty program provider wants to achieve a 100 percent redemption rate. The loyalty
industry has become accustomed to about a 10 percent breakage, which is the proportion of rewards
that expire before being used and written oﬀ of balance sheets.
Second, the new, shared reality that blockchain creates for loyalty programs is not yet embraced by
regulators, who still will want to see rewards as liabilities on balance sheets until they are redeemed,
whether this redemption happens quickly or not.8
Third, an important consideration is valuation.
Stifel Nicolaus & Co analyst Joseph DiNardi estimated that the value of some airline loyalty programs
is actually higher than the value of the company itself! For instance, the value of United’s Mileage Plus
loyalty program stood at $28.77 billion while its market cap was only $21.3 billion in 2017. The gap
was even more glaring at American Airlines. Its market cap was $21.2 billion — but the value of its
AAdvantage program was pegged at $37.6 billion.9

As Bloomberg observes, “for carriers such as American Airlines riding Citigroup Inc. plastic, or Delta on
American Express Co., these programs are a cash cow, a golden goose, or any other fiscal livestock you
care to conjure.” 10 Put simply, airlines make more money selling miles than seats. Loyalty programs
could be contributing up to 50% or more to airline income.
Hence the loyalty program is a cornerstone of the business and needs to continually innovate to stay
competitive: “If airlines ignore the aspirational attraction of the loyalty program through continual
8

Steve Fromhart and Lisa Therattill, “Making blockchain real for customer loyalty rewards programs”, Deloitte Center for
Financial Services, 2016.
9
Joseph DiNardi, “Valuing Airline Loyalty Programs – Airlines are Intrinsically Undervalued,” Stifel: Frequent Flyer #119,
March 20, 2017.
10
Justin Bachman, “Airlines Make More Money Selling Miles Than Seats,” Bloomberg, March 31, 2017.
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enhancements and devaluations, then the points currency itself becomes worthless if customers no
longer desire it.”11
Accounting giant Deloitte believes that blockchain has the potential to streamline execution and administration of loyalty programs with near-real-time transparency, resulting in cost savings that can
be realized in the medium term.
For loyalty program providers that currently have competitive advantage through scale, including their
own degree of interlinking networks, joining a blockchain-based network is a trade-oﬀ worth making
given that they may join on their own terms, controlling how they wish their customers to interact
with their loyalty programs and others. And for small operators, an interlinked network provides them
unprecedented scale.
For consumers, the ability to redeem points more readily, quickly and widely will increase redemption
transactions, which in turn reduces the costs per transaction.12

Rising usage of blockchain-as-a-service for loyalty management.

The global loyalty management market was valued at $2617 million in 2018 and is forecasted to reach
$9280 million in the next five years by 2024, with an impressive CAGR of 23.3%. Loyalty management
is adopted by key companies across various industry verticals with primary focus is on client retention
and sustainable relationships. At the same time, the blockchain-as-a-service (or BaaS) market will grow
at CAGR of over 15.2% during this same period (2019-2024).13
BaaS is ideal for companies who do not want to be burdened with the cost of building in-house expertise for blockchain and just farm out the technological services. This is gaining traction with SMEs due
to its lower entry cost, flexibility and scalability of transactions, and is supported by security features
like digital identity and authentication.

11

Ibid, Stifel: Frequent Flyer #119.
Ibid, Deloitte Center for Financial Services.
13
From “Blockchain-as-a-Service Market - Growth, Trends, and Forecast (2019 - 2024)” and “Loyalty Management Market Growth, Trends and Forecasts (2019 - 2024)”, Mordor Intelligence.
12
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Prepaid, gift card and cobranding programs can all be tokenized.

The lack of interoperability and control for current loyalty programs are becoming louder grievances
for consumers and are the driving force towards tokenization (which is natural and logical since loyalty
points are essentially units of tokens).
Hard-earned loyalty points are often subject to arbitrary devaluation or repricing by the program provider, with limited options or products to redeem them with. If consumers feel they are no longer
getting value from their loyalty points, they will lose interest. Take airline miles for instance: According
to Forbes, “consumers are unwilling to take and spend when (loyalty points) aren’t worth as much
and have become harder to use… After all, if an airline seat has become a commodity sold mostly on
price, why would you pay more to be a loyal frequent flyer?”14

For merchants, there is also a financial impetus. Merchants typically pay retail banks and third-party
processors for issuing plastic cards and servicing prepaid, co-branded or private-label credit cards that
are tied to loyalty points. By issuing tokens instead, merchants could cut up to 80% of transaction fees
(around 4 for payment of any size compared to normal interchange of $0.22 to $0.52), and also operational costs of plastic issuance, delivery and inventory management.

14

Michael Goldstein, “Is Collecting Points and Miles Becoming Pointless?” Forbes, September 27, 2017.
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Merchants also relies on these external parties to keep track of customer transactions and provide
valuable analytics to inform the loyalty program. With blockchain, they can do so directly and with far
more versatility for loyalty points.

The Harvard Business Review sums it well:15
“All loyalty programs are vulnerable to a blockchain revolution, but the travel industry
is perhaps the most at risk. Travel loyalty programs tend to be complex and multicurrency, making them different from retailers, which typically run simple discount programs, or from banks, which offer cash back or a single currency that can be spent
easily across a range of merchants. In some cases, travel loyalty program points differ
by journey component (flight, car rental, hotel, dining), leading to fragmented point
collections.”
“For consumers juggling an array of loyalty programs, blockchain could provide instant redemption and exchange for multiple loyalty point currencies on a single platform. With only one “wallet” for points, consumers would not have to hunt for each
program’s options, limitations, and redemption rules.”

15

Dan Kowalewski, Jessica McLaughlin and Alex J. Hill, “Blockchain Will Transform Customer Loyalty Programs,” Harvard
Business Review, March 14, 2017.
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Distributed Ledger

We look into the feasibility of issuing loyalty points on a distributed ledger, with the main aims of
providing interoperability and accountability, while maintaining backwards compatibility with existing
legacy reward systems.
A distributed ledger is essentially a database which is ideally redundant across participants (nodes),
where the data structure of the elements (blocks) within a distributed ledger database references a
previous element, much like a linked list, for a chain of historical accuracy. The redundancy of the
database and self-referencing of the data structure allows for a higher level of resiliency towards data
tampering, though not impossible depending on stakeholders' consensus.
Initially designed for simple value transfer execution, distributed ledgers of today provide programmatic capabilities, enabling the development of any arbitrary digital asset (or a representation of),
with arbitrary business logic enforcement on that digital asset.
With a programmable distributed ledger as the underlying infrastructure, SDKs (software development kits) can be produced to allow loyalty programmes and points to be easily developed. A unified
platform allows interoperability between merchants for a more creative ecosystem of redemptions,
and the inherent redundant attribute of a distributed ledger provides a higher guarantee of accountability to support that interoperability.

Loyalty-as-a-Service (LaaS)

The core idea is simple – Through a mobile application, a merchant is given a merchant specific login
that allows access to develop their own loyalty programme. This would involve a two-step process:
1. Issuance of loyalty assets;
2. Set up of redemption catalogue.

© Copyright Celebrus Advisory 2019
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Depending on the campaign or programme, further attributes could also be specified such as automatically enforced expiry timeframe (e.g. earned date + 12 months), product specific redemption coupons (e.g. coupon A can only redeem cakes, whereas coupon B allows coffee redemption), tiered/better rewards with higher points accumulation, etc.

A web-based administrative dashboard allowing merchants to have an instant overview of the entirety
of the programme should also be available. This dashboard should provide information such as how
their issued loyalty points are being spent/used, and how they could better target customers to spend
their accumulated points.
Further iterations of the Loyalty-as-a-Service module could also integrate machine learning and big
data analytics on the overall ecosystem to provide merchants with better campaign ideas or a more
optimised redemption catalogue to improve customer retention.
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Types of Loyalty Points
The issuance of loyalty points could generally be represented with the below two classes of underlying
instruments:
1. Fungible loyalty points – These loyalty points do not differ from one another or are at most
distinct according to expiry depending on when the loyalty points are earned.
2. Non-fungible loyalty points – These loyalty points differ from one another, usually given specific attributes such varied redemption values, varied expiry dates, a unique serial identifier,
etc.
There is a third instrument which is a hybrid implementation (i.e. semi-fungible coupons, where a
single coupon could be used multiple times or a coupon book with multiple denominations of value,
similar to a fun fair or bazaar coupon), which could be considered, although not as popular as the
aforementioned two.

The Loyalty Software Development Kit
To abstract the complexities of developing directly on the distributed ledger layer, an intermediate
SDK layer is introduced to connect the other ecosystem toolkits to the unified back-end, and to provide a predefined set of possible operations on the distributed ledger without needing to code at a
lower level. The SDK should minimally expose the below functionalities:
-

JSON-RPC Communication Library
Smart Contracts for Loyalty Campaign and Instrument Setup
Library Wrappers for Predefined Smart Contracts
Database Caching, Views and Store Procedures for Dashboard Integration

The SDK is an optional component, and the modularity of the ecosystem will allow merchants with
engineering capacity to code directly on the distributed ledger layer, or even make forks of the SDK to
better suit their internal operations, especially for larger corporations looking to integrate their existing software with the Loyalty-as-a-Service platform.
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Unified Back-End

The unified back end is designed to be a collation of databases and networks, each with a different
purpose:
1. An enterprise distributed ledger is deployed as the core engine to the Loyalty-as-a-Service
platform, managing the issuance of loyalty assets and their campaign rulesets. The enterprise
distributed ledger is expected to run on either Proof-of-Authority or a variant of BFT, where
merchants with sufficient capacity could sign up as a validator/node operator to access the
distributed ledger layer directly.
2. Relational Databases which stores interpreted results to facilitate displaying of dashboard results, also for big data analytic purposes.
3. A public blockchain will serve as a recordkeeper to ensure accountability of the private enterprise distributed ledger. Merkle roots from the private enterprise distributed ledger will be
uploaded to a public blockchain, where transactions, so that block and transaction validity
could be ascertained.
4. A set of smart contracts and communication layer between the public blockchain and the enterprise distributed ledger – To allow transfer of value between the two blockchains.
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Interoperability (Universal Loyalty Token and Loyalty Exchange)
Issuance of loyalty assets on a common infrastructure allows these assets to be interoperable, providing the potential these assets to be interchangeable. To enable interchangeability between issued
loyalty assets, two components will be introduced to the Loyalty-as-a-Service ecosystem:
1. A Loyalty Asset Exchange to facilitate swaps between loyalty assets;
2. A Universal Loyalty Token acting as an entrance to/exit of any issued loyalty asset for endusers.
The Loyalty Asset Exchange will be initially designed as a simple web application to provide users with
an interface to exchange their Universal Loyalty Token to a list of supported loyalty assets, creating an
immediately accessible use case for the platform for users, and also the opportunity to onboard both
users and merchants. Subsequently, the Loyalty Asset Exchange will be built as a set of smart contracts
residing on the deployed private distributed ledger network, enabling support for swapping of loyalty
assets issued by all merchants and corporations within the ecosystem.
The Universal Loyalty Token will be issued on the Ethereum network according to the ERC20 standard
for free value flotation. This token provides an entrance or exit where liquidity is thin, or where direct
trade pairs between issued loyalty assets are not available on the Loyalty Asset Exchange.
As the Universal Loyalty Token is issued on a public blockchain, whereas the Loyalty Asset Exchange
resides on a private network, a bridge will need to be designed to bring across the Universal Loyalty
Token to the Loyalty Asset Exchange and vice versa. To enable this, we are researching on multiple
cross-chain bridge designs (one example is poa.network’s xDai bridge), also leveraging on metatransactions/presigned messages using gas relayers with a combination of Ethereum’s CREATE2 opcode to
create a seamless UX experience for users.
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There is an impressive and growing list of corporate adopters.

The social media giant Facebook, with 2.3 billion monthly active users, has announced plans under the
codename Project Libra to launch its own token that underpins its loyalty program and payments platform. The company is reportedly seeking dozens of key business partners, including online merchants
and financial firms, where it will start by offering them lower fees than credit cards. The token is expected to behave like a ‘stablecoin’ and be integrated into Facebook’s lucrative ads ecosystem.16
Japanese e-commerce giant Rakuten plans to roll its universal loyalty program into a new blockchainbased cryptocurrency, Rakuten Coin. The company is gearing to become a full-fledged mobile operator in Japan and already runs the country’s biggest MVNO, in partnership with NTT DoCoMo. It has a
vast network of services around e-commerce, e-books (through Kobo), video streaming and financial
services that will be unified by a common loyalty token that can be consumed across all its services.
Rakuten CEO Hiroshi Mikitani said the company has issued $9 billion worth of loyalty points in the last
15 years. Based on estimates, 5% of U.S. adults will use crypto loyalty points within 5 to 10 years, or
an annual issuance amount of $3.6 billion. In 10 to 20 years’ time, adoption will climb to 15%.17
The world’s largest entertainment giant Disney had actually created its own blockchain platform called
Dragonchain back in 2014, released with an open source license and managed through the non-profit
Dragonchain Foundation. It is powered by a token called Dragon which can be earned by completing
certain tasks, traded and exchanged for other cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin. The platform could create
loyalty points (e.g. custom “Mickey Mouse” tokens) for patrons visiting Walt Disney resorts and theme
parks, and monitor ride times and queue lengths in order to create a more efficient process.18
According to reports, Disney is planning to acquire two of the world’s oldest or most established cryptocurrency exchanges in a $13 billion equity deal. Disney is among the major bidders for a 98.6% stake
in Nexon, South Korea’s largest game developer and the second-largest online games publisher in the
world. Nexon owns the Korbit platform in Korea, and the Europe-based Bitstamp.19

16

AnnaMaria Andriotis, Liz Hoffman, Peter Rudegeair and Jeff Horwitz, “Facebook building cryptocurrency-based payments
system,” The Wall Street Journal, May 2, 2019.
17
Olga Karif, “Forget Airline Miles. Crypto Coins Are Coming to Reward Programs,” Bloomberg, May 31, 2018.
18
Jamie Redman, “Disney Reveals Dragonchain, an Interoperable Ledger,” Bitcoin.com, October 25, 2016.
19
Esther Kim, “Disney could soon own oldest bitcoin exchange in $13 billion equity deal,” Bitcoinist, April 23, 2019.
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Some current approaches and future innovation in the pipeline.

Right now, if a customer has multiple loyalty cards from different merchants and would like to convert
and keep all in one app on his or her phone, they have several options:
•

•

Apple’s Passbook (for iOS) and Google Wallet (for Android and iOS) are two of the major card
organizers out there, and Google Play store has other, similar apps like PassWallet and Samsung Wallet.
Apps like KeyRing and CardStar (both available for Android and iOS) stockpile multiple cards
and can centralize all the special offers advertised by the shops you visit regularly.

Once the app is installed, the customer should look for an icon or menu command for the merchant’s
loyalty program. Many apps let the customer scan the barcode on the card with the phone’s camera
or manually enter the customer number to link to his or her account. After integrating the account,
the customer should have a digital edition of the loyalty card within the app that can be scanned at
checkout to collect those advertised discounts and reward points.20
Michael del Castillo, the resident crypto writer for Forbes recently conducted field trials in New York
to redeem Starbucks and other goods with crypto tokens. This is how the usual process goes:
•
•

•
•

First, the customer opens up his blockchain wallet (an app downloaded on his or her mobile),
which stores his loyalty tokens and shows balances.
The payment network generates a one-time QR code on the phone’s screen, which is scanned
by the participating merchant store’s existing scanner, debiting the amount charged from the
customer’s account.
The customer gets a receipt showing the purchase of goods and services.
The payment network settles with the merchant in the preferred currency at a later date.

Apart from Starbucks, companies now officially accepting these cryptocurrencies are Barnes & Noble,
Baskin Robbins, Bed Bath & Beyond, Caribou Coffee, Crate & Barrel, Express, GameStop, Jamba Juice,
Lowe’s, Nordstrom, Office Depot & OfficeMax, Petco, Regal Cinemas, Ulta Beauty and Amazon-owned
Whole Foods Market. In total, nearly 100 branded stores are expected to start accepting bitcoin and
the other tokens by the end of 2019, according to his findings.21

What direction will the industry take for blockchain-based loyalty networks?

20
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Michael del Castillo, “Starbucks, Nordstrom And Whole Foods Now Accept Bitcoin. Just Don’t Ask Them,” Forbes, May 13,
2019.
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At the initial stage, each loyalty program provider might look to develop its own solution but over time
smaller loyalty programs might choose to band together to compete more effectively with larger ones.
The industry may coalesce around four to six blockchain-based loyalty networks, each anchored for
instance by a major airline, popular hotel chain, hypermarket franchise, petrol dealerships – collectively representing the top merchant categories for consumer spending. These could foreseeably involve a consortium or joint venture with technology partners or network providers such as banks or
payment card processors.
Nonetheless, the rise of these blockchain platforms that serve as aggregator and marketplace for loyalty programs will have some drawbacks. For one, it will add a transaction layer between consumers,
program operators and merchants, likely generating a small per-transaction cost, which could grow
over time, much like OTA (online travel agency) fees. Customer data, a loyalty program’s most valuable
asset, could become available to other network participants, even competitors. Currency devaluation
is another risk, in what is essentially an open marketplace for points trading.22
The structuring of the commercial agreements will be essential to protecting critical loyalty program
components, including business rules for transferability, exclusivity and conversion ratio of points, as
well as restrictions on the type of customer data that is captured on the transaction stream.

22
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